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Preface. 
The present paper deals with the results of an  jnvestigatios~ of the 
methods used in age and growth determination of hacldock. The work 
has been carried out a t  the Institute of Marine Research, Bergen in the 
years from 1948 to  1951. 
I offer my best thanks to Director GUNNAR OLLEFSEN and Mr. 
GCNKAR DAKNEVIG for their kind advice and help. I am also greatly 
indebted to  Mr. ERLING SDRENG, Bessaker, .\?rho has supplied most of 
the material, and to Mr. G. C. TROUT, Fisheries Laboratory, Lowestoft, 
for correcting the english text. 

Introduction. 
The reliability of the methods uwcl in determining age and growth 
of fish is a question of prime importance in fisheries biology. Today, 
most invcstigators make use of methods which are being based on the 
seasonal structures in scales, otoliths or other bones of the fish. These 
methocls were taken up during the years around the turn of the century, 
and their reliability has since been discussed in a number of papers. 
The most importarlt contributiorls in this discussion have been based 
on material from the herring and cod investigations. In the case of the 
herring this applies to papers by LEA (1910, 1911, 1913, 1924, 1933, 
and 1938) and LEE (1912 and 1920), and in the case of the cod to papers 
by GRAHAM (1926 and 1929 I & II), A. DANNEVIG (1925 and 1933). 
and ROLLEFSEN (1933 and 1935). In many cases, however, the results 
obtained from such special investigations have been given a more general 
validity than originally intentioned, as the methods have been used 
without further trial in other areas and also on other fish species. 
THO~IPSON (1923 and 1926) discussed certain points concerning the 
reliability of the scales of the North Sea haddock for age and growth 
investigations, but in a number of other investigations from various 
areas scales and otoliths of haddock have been used without their appli- 
cability for the material in question having been tried. This applies to 
haddock investigations from Iceland by SE~IUKDSSON (1925) and THOMP- 
SON (1928), from the Barents Sea by SUVOROV (1927) and LUXDBECIC 
(1932), from Skagerak and Kattegat by MOLANDER (1929), from the 
Belt Sea by A. C. JOHANSEN (1926), and from the New Foundland area 
by THOJIPSON (1939). A. DANXEVIG (1933) has pointed to the disad- 
vantages of a similar uncritical use of the methods of age determination 
of cod from different areas: the results are uncertain and incomparable. 
This must apply to the growth determinations to an even higher degree. 
Thus it was found advisable to start the haddock investigations in Nor- 
wegian waters by studying the nlethods to  be used in determining age 
and growth. 
Seasonal structures have been found in ~evera l  bones in the haddock. 
SBMUNDSSON (1925) found especially distinct zones in sections of the 
claviculz. In the present work the otoliths were preferred because they 
are readily sampled and because of the good results obtained in otolith 
readings of cod from Norwegian waters. The scales m7ere included be- 
cause they have been used in almost all previous investigations of 
haddock. 
Material and methods. 
For several reasons the main part of the material consists of young 
fish. In the lowest age groups the Petersen method can be used as a 
check on other methods of age determination, and it is absolutely prefer- 
able t o  use young immature fish when taking a series of samples for 
growth estimations, the probability of selection in size, maturity etc. 
being less than in older fish. I t  was furthermore comparatively easy 
to  obtain samples of young haddock th r~ughou t  he year, as  the lonrest 
age groups are usually taken in great quantities by prawn trawlers in 
a number of localities along the Norwegian coast from Jilmre north\vards 
to  the Barents Sea. 
The most important part of the material covered three years and 
consists of 29 samples taken with intervals of about a month from Sep- 
tember 1948 to August 1951 by Mr. ERLING SOREKG from his prawn- 
trawl haules in one and the same locality: the Brandsfjord in Trmndelag 
at  about 64" N. 
The Brandsfjord is a small fjord, the inlet of which is separatecl 
only by  a few skerries from the open sea. The depth of the t ra~i l ing  
ground varies from 72 to 143 m. Outside the trawling grouncl there is 
possibly a small threshold with a depth of about 100 m. 
The samples were preserved in 4 % formalin. If it is not neutralized 
the acidity of the formalin will decalcify the otoliths. Several methods 
were tried in order to neutralize the concentrated (40 %) formalin, but 
they were apparently without effect. When however the neutralization 
(with borax) was carried out on the diluted (4 %) formalin (ATKINS 1922), 
several months preservation left the otoliths undamaged. 
The effect of shrinkage of the fish has not been considered in the 
length measurements. Since however the time in and the concentration 
of the formalin has been about the same for all the samples, the shrinkage 
should not influence the comparison of length data. 
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The following procedure was used in the working up of the material. 
In 22 of the samples the total length of the individual 1vas recorded on 
a small envelope in which both otoliths and a small sample of scales were 
kept. Scales could unfortunately not be secured from all samples since, 
in some instances, they had been completely chafed off, probably during 
the trawling. In  order to save labour only a maximum of 150-200 such 
individual observations were made on each sample, the remainder of 
the fish were only measured for length. For the same reason individual 
observations were omitted in 7 of the samples, total length being thn only 
observation taken. 
In the first samples the sex of the individuals was observed, but as  
there appeared to be 1-10 significant differences between the growth 
rates of the males and the females, sex observation was, later on, only 
taken occasionally. 
A great number of samples of both young and mature haddock 
from the coast of western and northern Norway and from the Barents 
Sea were also available. Some of these samples have been used as supp- 
lementary material in this investigation. 
An important question in the evaluation of the material is the one 
concerning the identity of the populations from which the san-Iples have 
been taken. This question is dealt with a t  the end of the paper. 
For examination the sacculus otoliths were broken apart near the 
point where some indentations can be found on the edges of the median 
sulcus. As -\vill be shown later, the growth center of the otolith seems to 
be located near this point. The broken section of one of the pieces roas 
examined with a binocular microscope using a strong side illustration 
and a magnification of from 15 to 30 xx. The reading was facilitated, 
when necessary, by moistening the section with a mixture of glycerine 
and water. "Difficult" otoliths and otoliths used for growth measure- 
ments were ground with the help of a diamond disc operated by  a dentists 
drill. 
Several of the terms which occur in the literature of age determina- 
tion characterizing the rings of the otoliths such as winter and summer 
zones, dark and light zones, are ambigous and should be avoided. In  
this study the following terms "opaque zonesJ' and "hyaline zones" 
are used. The opaque zones will appear dark by transmitted and -\vhiti~h 
by reflected light. The hyaline zones will appear white by  transmitted 
and dark by reflected light. Fig. I and I1 (plates) show the same otolith 
photographed by reflected and transmitted light respectively. 
For the purpose of age determination the number of opaque or 
hyaline zones were counted, the date of capture was compared with 
the known seasonal rhythm in zone formation, and from this information 
the age was deduced. For practical reasons the term 0-group or 0 years 
has been used until the 31st of December, the first calendar year of life, 
I-group or 1 year from the 1st of January the second calendar year and 
SO 011. 
For reasons which will be discussed later the scales mere selected 
from an area near the median line in the region of the posterior part 
of the second dorsal fin. The first samples were treated according to the 
method described by GRAIIAJS (1929 111) : bleaching the scales in peroxide 
and mounting them in glycerine jelly. In  search for a less labourous 
methocl the proceclure of taking celluloid impressions of the scales as 
described by N E S ~ I T  (1934) was tried. Instead of a press a roller was used, 
As it proved unnecessary to clean tlie scales before taking the impressioiis, 
this method was very laboursaving indeed. The mounted scales and the 
scale impressions were examined in a modified EDINGER'S projection 
apparatus using a magnification of 30 xx. 
The structure of the scales are described as zones with narrow scle- 
rites and zones with broad sclerites. The age determination by scales 
~ 7 a s  undertaken in the same way as described for otoliths. 111 an attempt 
to  eliminate the personal judgement in age determination GRAHAM 
(1926 and 1929 I )  has described a method for age cletevminatioil of cod 
based on scale tracings. In the great majority of my zcales however 
there could be no cloubt about the ~lurnbei- of zones, and as GRAHAM'S 
method is rather labourous it was not used in spite of the advantages 
connected with it. 
The use of otoliths and scales in age investigations. 
According to GRAHAM (1929 I) the question whether the zoile form- 
ation in otoliths and scales are annual can be checked in several \vaj7s 
of ~ilhich 1)  comparison with the Petersell method, and 2) the seasonal 
record of the nlarginal structure were best suited for tlie present material. 
C o m p a r i s o i ~  o f  o t o l i t h  z o n e s  w i t h  t h e  P e t e r s e n  
m e t  11 o el. 
In this comparison the number of zones was defined as the total 
number of opaque zones found. Even the first narrow trace of a new 
opaque zone found a t  the margin was counted. 
Fig. 1 shovvs the length distribution of all the samples from tlie 
Brandsfjord, and the number of zones in the otoliths found in the exa- 
mination of the whole or a representative number of fish of each sample. 
I I zone  ~2 zones ~ 3 3  zones m4 zones uncertain 
Fig. 2. The length distributio~~ of the sainples comparecl with the number of zolles iil t h e  c r l l o -  u---rl"J:--= 
The blank diagrams refer to the samples in which for various reasons 
total length was the only observation taken. 
There can be no doubt that the distinct grouping found in the length 
distribution of almost all of the samples in fig. 1 must be caused by 
different age groups. A new group of small fish appears in August- 
September each year (samples 8, 57, and 103). As substantially smaller 
haddock have not been observed anywhere in Norwegian ~vaters a t  this 
time of the year, it may be inferred that these are the 0-groups appearing 
in the catches for the first time. 
I t  further follows from the diagrams that the yearclasses 1948 and 
1950 were rich relative to the 1949 yearclass. The same variation in 
brood strength was found in a great number of samples of young haddock 
taken in the Nouwegian coastal areas from the Brandsfjord north~vards 
to the Barents Sea in these years (SETERSDAL 1952). 
In  niost of the samples in fig. 1 the grouping in the length frequency 
distribution is in striking accordance with the number of zones founcl 
in the otoliths. Exceptions to this rule, such as samples 54 and 57, 
are easily explained by the fact that in a fish population there is a certain 
amount of dispersion in the time of the laying down of a new zone. 
C o m p a r i s o n  o f  s c a l e  z o n e s  w i t h  t h e  P e t e r s e n  
m e t h o d .  
The number of zones in the scales was defined as the number of 
zones with broad sclerites found. Even a single new row of broad sclerites 
outside a zone with narrow ones was countecl as one zone. In  order to 
save labour sub samples were selected for scale ex~mination from very 
numerous samples, taking care that the sub sample acquired the same 
pattern of length frequency distribution as the original sample. 
In the first four samples examined, samples 8, 13, 23, and 27, 
there were no cases of disagreenlent between the number of zones found 
in the otoliths and in the scales, ancl accordingly it  was considered un- 
necessary to give separate illustrations of these scale readings. 
Fig, 2 shows the length frequency clistribution and the number of 
zones in the scales of the remaining samples examined. In sample 48 
almost all of the individuals in the length group 14-20 cm (the 1948 
yearclass) have one zone in the scales. In  samples 54 and 57 the same 
length grouping contains individuals with one zone and with t ~ v o  zones, 
obviouslg~ becau~e some of the fish have started the formation of a new 
zone with broad sclerites. But this disagreement between length grouping 
and the number of zones in the scales persists in the following samples 
66, 77, and 81. Some of the fish which according to their length, must 
Table 1. N ~ c l n b e v  n n d  pevce9zfage of the f ish of the 1948 yeccvclass whose 









belong to the 1948 yearclass have still only one zone in the scales. I n  
sample 77 the formation of the thircl zone in the scale has apparently 
started. In this sample and in sample 81 the 1948 yearclass consists of 
a mixture of individuals with one, two, and three zones in the scales. 
In  the remaining ~amples  the number of fish belonging to the 1948 year- 
class was too small to give any foundation for an  age determination Sy 
the length grouping. Of the 1950 yearclass no scale readings were under- 
taken. 
The agreement between the Petersell method for age deterininatioll 
and the number of zones in the scales is thus very good for the first year 
but not the second year of this investigation. Evidently a part of the 
1948 yearclass failed to form a zone with broacl sclerites in the year 1949. 
There was, as fig. 1 shows no corresponding lack of formation of opaque 
zones in the otoliths, but the opaque zones formed in 1949 -\irere in 
many cases unusually narrow. Figs. I11 and IV (plates) shows photo- 
graphs of a scale impression and the otolith of a fish from sample 77. 
Although very narrow the second opaque zone in the otolith is distinct. 
No trace of a second zone with broad sclerites can be found in the scales. 
And fig. V and VI (plates) are photographs of a scale impression and the 
otolith of a fish froln sample 104, 3018 1950, in ~vhich the otolith- and 
scale readings disagreed. 
In  many of the fish of the 1948 yearclass which did form a second 
zone with broad sclerites in 1949, this zone was very narrow. An example 
of this is shown in the photograph fig. VII (plate) of a scale impression 
of a fish from sample 99, 2416 1950. 
Table 1 lists the number and percentage of the fish of the different 
samples xvhose age as determined by the scales was one year less than 
that  found by otolith readings. The decline in the percentages from 
Number 
disagreeing 
sample 66 to sample 77 may be causecl by a belated formation of the 
zone with broad sclerites in some individuals. In the last samples the 
numbers of fish of this yearclass were unfortunately very small. 
D i ~ c u s s i o n .  
As pointed out by GRAEIA~I (1929 I) an agreement between Petersens 
method ancl other methods for age deterrninatiolls only tells that the 
majority of the cleterminations are correct. The numerous samples ancl 
the very pronounced grouping in the length frequencies of the present 
material, ho\vever, constitutes an ullusually good basis for a compariso~~, 
and this comparison sho~vs that the Petersen method and the otolith 
readings gave nearly identical results showing the correct age whilst a 
minority of the scale readings were false and differecl from these two 
methods. 
T h e  s e a s o n a l  r e c o r d  of  t h e  o t o l i t h s .  
Further valuable informations on the zone formation have been 
obtained by recording the marginal character of the scales ancl the 
otoliths. 
The observation of the marginal character of the otoliths soon 
showed that the opaque zones were not formed evenly and at  the same 
time over the nrhole surface of the otolith. In some of the samples opaque 
material was found a t  the poi~lted ends of the section, the rest of the 
margin being hyaliae. This may probably be related to the fact that it 
is the opaque zones n~hich, so to speali, form the otolith. As can be seen 
in fig. IX (plate) the hyaline zones have about the same rviclth in all 
directions of the section, ~vhereas the opaque zones are definitely broa- 
dest in the clirectiol~ of the poiiltecl ends. 
Furthermore it was observed that the zone forlliatioll at  the sulcus 
side of the otolith in many cases seemed to be ,,out of step" with the 
rest of the otolith being about half a zone ahead. Fig. VI (plate) shows an 
example of this. For this reason the area in a i d  near sulcus was llot 
take11 into accoullt \vhen cleterilnilliilg the marginal character. 
The follo~~~iilg system was used (partly from A. DAXXETIG 1933): 
o:  narrow opaque zone a t  margin, may be lilnitecl to the pointed 
e11cls. 
0 :  distinct opaque zone at  margin. 
11 : narrow 11)-aline zone a t  margin. 
H : clistinct hj.aline zone at margin. 
- . - . . . . - - . . - - 
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Fig. 3. The percentage clistribution of 
the ~llargillal character of the otoliths. 
Branclsfjorcl. Esplallatioll in tes t .  
9 .  
An attached figure refers to the 11umber of the zone counted from 
the center. 
The mai-gillal character of an otolith section is a very difficult 
object for a photographic plate, but it should be possible to obtai~l an 
idea of the appearance of the stages ~nerltioned above from the fol- 
lowing figures : 
o:  figures I and 11. 0 :  figures VI and IX. 
11: fig. VIII and H:  fig. IV. 
In  order to avoicl tl-re influellce of personal prejudice on the results 
of the determinatiolls, the date of collection of all the samples from the 
first year was disguised. The later samples were worked up when they 
arrived. 
In fig. 3 diagrams have been drawn showing the percentage distri- 
bution of the marginal character of the otoliths in samples of the year- 
classes 1947, 1948, 1949, and 1950 from the Brandsfjord. To increase 
the clarity, a new zone appearing for the first time has been placed a t  
the bottom of the diagram, and roughly smoothed curves have been 
clrawn bet\vee11 points belonging to the same zone. The slopes of these 
curves show the degree of simultaneity of the zone formation in the 
population, whereas the areas limited by the curves mill give an idea 
of the time spent in the forlnation of the various zones. 
T h e  s e a s o n a l  r e c o r d  o f  t h e  s c a l e s .  
The follo~ving classificatio~l was used: 
b :  one or a few rom7s of broad sclerites a t  margin. 
B: distinct zone with broad sclerites at  margin. 
n: one or a few ro~vs with narrow sclerites a t  margin. 
N : distinct zone with narro\v schlerites a t  margin. 
The number of the zone counted from the center was also noted. 
In an  attempt to follow the zone forrnatio~l by means of a more 
exact method, the width of the second plus the third sclerites from the 
~nargin at  the posterior part of the scale \\.as measurecl. The outer~llost 
sclerite was omitted because it is frequently difficult to  decide whether 
i t  is complete or not. 
Fig. 4 shows the percentage distribution of the marginal character 
of the scales, and the average width and sta~ldard deviation of the second 
pl~ls  the third sclerite. The age determination has been based on scale 
readings except in the case of the ~nillority of the 1948 yearclass in the 
samples 77, 81, 99, and 104 which according to  the scales should belong 
to the 1949 yearclass. Here the otolith readings (and the Petersell nze- 
thod) have bee11 used, ancl the fish placed in the 1948 yearclass. 
A general view of the fluctuations in the marginal structures of the 
otoliths ancl scales is given ill fig. 5 \\?here all the yearclasses have been 
put together ancl the results illustrated in the usual way for the purpose 
of more co~lvenient cornparison with similar diagrams from other in- 
vcstigations. 
Fig. 4. The percentage clistributioll of the nlarginal character of the scales and 
the vidth of the 2nd $ 3rd sclerites fro111 the margin. Branclsfjol-cl. Esplallatiori 
in test .  
S C A L E S  
Fig. 3 .  The percentage tlistribution <sf the n~argi~lal  charactel- o f  the scales and 
the otoliths. A11 yearclasses coml~ined. Bral~dsfjorri. 
According to Gxilrraar (1929 11) the seasolla1 recorcl is excellent 
eviclence 011 the valiclity of the methods proviclecl tl~ri-e is a sharp turn 
over from one ltiilcl of marginal structtlre to another, that  is, pro\,icled 
there is a high degree of sil~lultaneity in the for~nation of the zones. 
He further says that  such a sharp turn over rate has never been recol-clecl. 
111 GRAHAM'S (1.929 I )  ow11 i~lvestigatio~ls oi' cod scales he fo~l~lcl an~lua l  
fluctuations in the marginal structures ra~lg i~lg  fro111 0-1.5 % to  about 
90 0/,. He conclucles that  so111e of the scales do not follow the scasonal 
Ian. of the ~najority, and will give ~nisleacling results wile11 used for age 
cletermin a t '  ion. 
But several other authors do not seen1 to agree with GRAIIA~I ill 
this conclusion. Both I ~ I C I ~ L I K G  (7~933), A. L~ASSBT-IG (l.933), and. 
TYIESON (1950 1) fot111d that  the a ~ i i ~ u a l  fluctuations in the lnai-gild 
structures dicl not alvays reacli 0 O/, ancl 100 %, but in spite of this they 
co~lsider the fluctuations fou~ld as c~:iclence of the x-aliciity of the ~netllods. 
The lnaili point seems to be the unclisputahle annual chai-actcr of the 
fluctuations. Both HICKLIXG ancl A. DAS?;BTIG of the opi11ion that  
the deviations from tlze 0 O/, to 100 q/, fluctuations are caused by secon- 
dary zones which wlien they appear inside the margin can easily be 
distinguished from the true zones. 
As can be seen from fig. 5 the fluctuations in the present material 
do not range from 0 % to 100 % every year. In the year 1949 opaque 
zone and broad sclerites only reach maximum values of about 65 to 70 %. 
The reason for these low values may be that some part of the haddock 
population in the Brandsfjord did not form such a zone in that year. 
As has been sho~vn in a previous chapter this is probably true for a 
minority of the 1948 yearclass in the case of the scales. But the main 
cause of the unusually low ~naxilnum values in 1949 must be other than 
a total lack of zone formation, since this has not occurecl in the case 
of the otoliths. Turning our attention to  the figures 3 and 4 i t  is apparent 
that  the areas covered by the terms o and 0 and b and B are very small 
in 1949 for both the 1947- and the 1948 yearclass, that is the time spent 
in the formation of the opaque zone and broad sclerites has been short. 
From the diagrams most of the fish seem to have spent only two to 
three months on the formation of these zones, whereas each other year- 
class on the whole has spent more than six months ill forming coinparable 
zones. This great spread in the time of zone formation does not neces- 
sarily reduce the value of the methods, but it  clemancls knowledge of 
the season in which the zones are formed. 
The reason for the abnormality in zone formation in the Brandsfjord 
in 1949 is probably gro\vtlr stagnation caused by overcro~vding. This 
will be commelltecl upon in a later chapter. 
On the ~vhole there is a good agreement bet~veen the zone formatioil 
ill the otoliths and in the scales. The slopes of the curves in fig. 5 indicate 
that  there is a somenlhat higher degree of simultaneity in the zone form- 
ation of the otoliths, ~v l~ ich  is a confirmation of similar observations 
made by A. DANKEVIG (1933) on the cocl. Individual comparisoi~ of the 
marginal character in otoliths and scales showed that 282 of a total 
of 1252 observations differed in marginal character. 
T h e  s e a s o n s  i n  w l z i c h  t h e  z o n e s  a r e  f o r m e d .  
An intimate kno~vledge of the seasons in which the zones are forrn.td 
is a condition for the proper use of the methods, a point \vhich has been 
overlooked by many investigators. 
From fig. 5 it appears that in the Brandsfjord hyaline zone and 
narrow sclerites are the dominant marginal characters in the months 
October-November to May-June. These periods cannot however be 
taken too strictly as the seasons of the formation of thr  zones since 
total stagnatioil in the growth of the otoliths and scales may happen. 
Scale nieasurements (see fig. 8 p. 24) indicate that such periods of 
stagnation in the growth of the scales did in fact occur in the present 
material during the seasons in which narrow sclerites dominated the 
margin. But it is obvious that the formation of a zone must take place ' 
some time within the season in which that kind of zone dominates the 
margin, and these seasons will be refered to subsequently as the time of 
formation of the respective zones. 
In  order to include areas outside the Brandsfjord the marginal 
character was determined in some samples of hadclock from the Finn- 
marken banks and from the West Coast (of southern Norway) see fig. 6. 
These samples have not been split into yearclasses, but they consist of 
fish of from 1 to 8 years old. Fish older than 8 years were omitted as the 
determination of the marginal character is complicated by the narrowness 
of the opaque zones in old fish. 
In Finnmark the hyaline zones seem to be iaid do\vn in the months 
September to May, the 
F I N N M A R K  BANKS opaque ones mainly in June, July, and August. 
This is in accordance with 
the Brandsfjord material 
with perhaps a slightly 
longer pe riode spent on 
the formation of the hya- 
line zone 
The material from 
the West Coast is SO me- 
what scanty, but it h a s  
WEST C O A S T  been included here be - 
cause there are sig~ls of 
some shifting of the sea- 
sons compared with t h e  
Brandsfj ord and Fin11 - 
mark. Three of the saxnP- 
les are from the southern- 
most locality sampled, 
Ogna, the sampling dates 
being 23/6-48,  6/9-48, 
and 6/1-49.  All of the  
Fig. 6. The percentage distribution of the margi- fish in the sample from 
nal character of the otoliths in samples from 6/9--48 had 
Finnmarlrbanlrs and West Coast. pleted the formation of 
A.bANNEVIG.I933. COD. OT.& SC. %I(AG%RAK 
HICKLING.1933. HAKE. 6 T O L .  IWEbAND. 
MENON. J95Q. 
L e  A .  191 I. HERRIW.SCAES W~NORWAY. 
GRAHAM.1929. I .  GOB.  SCALES. NORTH SEA 
HADWCK,OT& f5C. 8 RANDSFJ. 
HABDOC#,OTQL. FI NNMARK . 
MAINLY OPAQUE ZONEOR BROAD SCL .  AT MARGIN 
the o p q u e  zone, and 30 of the fish in the sample fro111 (j:1-49 had 
begun tlle forniatioli of a new opaque zone. Unfortunately there were 
no further samples from Ogna or neighbouring localities that year, but 
in a salliple taken oil 101GA-9 near ,klesuncl about 290 niiles farther 
north, only 5 % still lracl liyaline zones a t  the margin. This sample is in- 
3ludecl in the diagram. I11 a sample from Tananger, a locality near Og~ln 
talcell on 16/1-51 '7 O/b of the otoliths showecl an opaque margin. 
As call be seen from fig. 5. the si.asons of tlre zone formatioil cat: 
1-ary 111ore illan a lnontEl from one year to anotlier in the same localitj- 
A colnparison nitlr the seasons of zone for~nation ~ O L I T I ~  in other 
investigations mag- be of some interest. Fig. 7 is a srrmmarj- of arailallle 
i~lfolmation. The heterogeneity of the ~natcrial  in I-espcct of sl~ecies, 
age, ancl maturity, ancl tile rough si~nplificatiolls made in the illustration, 
make cliscussioll of tlie details in fig. 7 rather questionable. I t  scelns 
ho\\-ever possible to clivicle the results into two mail1 groups having 
almost reversecl seasons of zone formation 11a 111el~: : fish laj-ing c1ou.n 
opaque zone or bl-oacl sclerites duririg the winter, and fish laying don-11 
hyaline zone 01- narrow sclerites cluri~lg the n-iilter. In all cases hut one 
hc~~rever,  tlre last cjuclrter of thc. year is clominatccl by hj-alive zone or 
narrow sclcrites. 
Table 2. A g e  deter~iz?'~zatiolz. b y  scales n~zri Iry otolztizs. L\Tl~frzbe~ o,/ cases 
o f  disagree~~zegzt Iret?oee?z the t w o  ?~zetlzoLZs groflped accovding to otoliLli age 
aizd ~zzcnzber of observatiofzs chni,ncterized a s  ?~?z.certaigz grozsped nccordigzg 
t o  ~?zost  p ~ o b a b l e  age 
Fig. '7 emphasizes the i i~~por t a l~ce  of an intimate kilowledge of the 
seasons of zone formation of the particular populatiol~ which is being 
i~lv~stigatecl. 
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In  the preceding chapters jt has been shomrll that  the zones found 
in both the otoliths ancl the scales were annual formations in the great 
majority of the cases. 
The abnormalities ill the zone formation of the 1948 yearclass in 
194-9 are of consiclerable interest. They indicate that ,  in the scale, a 
total lack of zone formation may sometimes occur. The extreme narroxv- 
ness of some of the opaque zones ancl zones with hroacl sclerites formed 
during this season (194-9) suggests that  the width of these zones is a poor 
criterion urhen one is concerned with separating "secondary" zones from 
true annual ones. 
I11 table 2 is listed the age distribution of those fish on which both 
otolith- and scale reading have been used for age cletermination. The 
number of cases in which these two reaclings disagreed are listed according 
to their "otolith age", and the number of readings which were classified 
as uncertain according to their most probable age. Of the 94 cases of 
disagreement 53 belonged to the previously discussed part of the 1948 
yearclass ~vhich had irregular zone formation in the scales. 
Soine previous investigations have shown fairly good agreement 
between the number of zones in the otoliths ancl the scales of the cod 
Age group 
94 1 48 / 1330 1 7,l ?i 1 3,6 % 
Disagreeing scales 
0 . . . . . . . . . .  
I . . . . . . . . . .  
I 1  . . . . . . . . . .  
I11 . . . . . . . . . .  
1V . . . . . . . . . .  
V . . . . . . . . . .  
IV . . . . . . . . . .  
V I I  . . . . . . . . . .  
0 























such as GRAHAM (1929 1) and A. DANXEVIG (1933), but, as is also the 
case in the present investigation, the material usecl in these comparisons 
was mostly derived from young fish. A. DANXEVIG (1933) p. 34 says: 
"For acltllt fish the two methods give divergent results, as we evidently 
lose sight of the zones when using the scale method". In  a comparisoiz 
of the otoliths and the scales of the skrei ROLI~EFSEN (1933) found in 
very many cases more zones in the otoliths than in thc scales: "and 
a careful comparison of the corresponding rings in the tn-o classes of 
objects made it clear that the scale rings corresponding to the outerniost 
otolith zones were difficult to  identify on the scales". I n  the case of the 
lodcletorsk, the younger immature part of the same population, ROLLEF- 
SEN found that the scales were perhaps just as good as the otoliths. 
One is tenlped to conclude that i11 the case of the haddock and 
cod the otolith is a more sensitive instrument than the scale, and records 
smaller differences in the condition of the fish than does t l ~ e  scale. 
The use of otoliths and scales in growth investigations. 
G r o w t h - r h y t h m  a n d  z o n e  f o r m a t i o n .  
One of the most striking phenomena \vlrhich one nleets in growth 
studies of fish is the periodic character of the growth showing itself as 
a more or less conspicious annual rhythm. A more thorough investiga- 
tion of this rhythm demands repeated length observations covering a 
year or more on a population or representative samples from a popu- 
lation. This is a cumbersome method which can not always be used. 
One must however, have reason to  expect a close connection between 
the two phenomena growth rhytm and zone formation. If such a con- 
nection does exist the simple record of zone formation will provide one 
with valuable information on the growth rhythm. 
Table 3 shows the numbers in and the average lengths of the samples 
of the yearclasses 1947, 1948, 1949, and 1950 from the Brandsfjord. 
Assulning that the samples have been taken from the same populations 
one may draw conclusion as  to the growth of each yearclass. The growth 
of fish being multiplicative it  should be illustrated on a logarithmic 
scale. In  figures 8 and 9 are plotted the natural logarithms of the observ- 
ations in table 3 as ordinates, the abscissa being the time. The curves 
have been drawn by free hand. A more explicit illustration of the vari- 
ations in growth is seen in fig. 10, obtained by plotting the monthly 
differences from the curves in figures 8 and 9. These figures will be ap- 
In 1, t ln 1, proximate values of the geometrical growth rates: G= - for 
t 
Table 3 . ildea;.2 le92glh of samples  oJ the yearclasses 1947 tc 1950 from the 
Brandsj jord ( I  iut c m )  . 
Sample no Date 
each month . In fig . 10 curves have also been drawn showing. for 
monthly intervals the percentage of fish with opaque margin and broad 
sclerites a t  the margin respectively . These values have been obtained 
by estimation from the diagrams in figures 3 and 4 . 
Fig . 10 shows that the growth curve of the 1947 yearclass drops 
below 0 for some time . This seems to indicate biased sampling or a chan- 
ging stock . The samples contained. however. small numbers of fish . 
There is a good agreement between the three curves of the 1947 yearclass . 
I n  the case of the 1948 yearclass the agreement is also striking except 
for about half a year during autumn and winter 1949-1950 where the 
The 1949 yearclass shorn-s a marltecl annual rhythm in gron~th rate 
closely follo~ved by the other curves. This is also the case with the 1950 
yearclass, but as  there were no samples from March until July 1951 the 
course of the curves during this time is some~vhat uncertain. 
I t  is difficult to find a statistical means of measuring the agreement 
between the curves in fig. 10. The comparison is complicated by the 
fact that  the growth rate iilcludes two phes~omena, namely: 1) the per- 
centage of inclividuals in the populatioll n~hich have bee~lg gromring, and 
2) the amount of gro\vtlr of these individuals, whereas the curves of the 
zone fornlation merely show the percentage of fish havil~g a certain 
type of zone a t  the margin. The goocl agreement found in fig. 10 
accordingly seems to  perinit the collclusion that  growth and zone 
formation are in fact closely connected phenon~ena. This conclu- 
sion is supported by the results of scale measurements, see fig. 8, 
where average values of scale size have been plotted below the corre- 
sponding logarithmic values of average fish length. 
The growth rhythm and its connection with zone formation has been 
discussed in several previous works. LEA (1911) found a marked annual 
rhythm in the growth of the 11- and 111- groups of herring from the west 
coast of Norway, the stagnation period lasting from December to March 
during which the "winter rings" were formed in the scales. 
A marked annual growth rhythm was also found by TI~OMPSON 
(1926) in the North Sea haddock, the period of low growth rate lasting 
from November-December to March-April. 
GRAHAM (1929 I) found close agreement between the variations in 
growth rate and the type of sclerites formed in his material of cod from 
the  Korth Sea. There was an  almost complete stagnation of growth 
from September-October to March, and narrow sclerites dominated 
the margin from January to July. 
I n  the hake HICI<LING (1933) showed that  low growth rate in the 
autumn .i.iras accompanied by hyaline zone a t  the margin of the otoliths. 
In an investigation of the cod from the Norwegian Skager Rack 
coast A. DANNEVIG (1925) found that low growth rate gave narrow 
sclerites, high growth rate broad sclerites. Later he examined (A. DAN- 
NEVIG 1933) growth and sclerite formation in cod kept in confinement 
in the sea. Sclerite curves were compared with growth curves, but there 
was no agreement between broad sclerite formation and growth periods. 
The major part of the works referred to  above, confirm that  the 
annual growth rhythm and its close connection with zone formation 
are phenomena of general character in the life history of fish. AS previ- 
ously mentioned the agreement between growth and zone formation 
can be used in obtaining valuable information on the growth rhythm 
from recorcls of the marginal character. In the intricate studies of gron th 
in fish the phenolnenon of growth vhythn~ is of great importance and 
deserves more attention than it has hitherto been given. 
The factor or factors responsible for the gro~vth rhythm and zone 
formation have been the subject of much cliscussion. I11 most cases the 
interest has been concelltratcd on limited numbers of external factors 
such as temperature, food etc. 
The bottom temperature at  the tratvling ground in the Brandsfjord 
was recorded from June 1950 to August 1951, in most cases at  fortniglitly 
intervals. The teniperature observations are plottecl in fig. 11. From 
an inspection of thc curves in figures 10 and 11 it is obvious that there 
is 110 simple relationship between temperature and gro~vth. High tempe- 
rature in the summer 1950 is accompanied by high gro~vth rate in all 
of the three yeargroups 1948, 1949, and 1950. But the guon,th rates 
decrease and reach their minima a t  the same time as the temperature 
has its ~izaximal values in vnid winter. Unfortunately the temperature 
Fig. 11. Bottom temperature in the Brandsfjorcl a t  about 140 m 1950-1951. 
observations only cover about one year, but most probably the curve 
in fig. 11 shows the normal pattern of annual temperature fluctuation 
at this depth (140 m), even if the temperatures found in June and July 
1951 are somewhat lower than those found in the same months of 1950. 
In  the herring LEA (1911) found a relationship between temperature 
and growth which is in the main the same as the one found in this work, 
the seasons of maximal values of growth rate and temperature being 
displaced about a quarter of a year. 
GKAHXII (1929 I)  also nJas unable to fivlci any obvious relationship 
between temperature ancl growth rate of yo~zng cod. I n  another work 
(GRAHAAI 1929 11) he refers sollie observatiolis and experimelits oil factors 
.~vhich might effect scale structure and grovrth rate. The results n ere 
1lon ever in part quite contraclictoi-y, and no coliclusion could be cluan-n. 
411 example of ho\v complicated the relationship bet~veen gro~vtll 
rate and temperature can be, has been given by BROWS (1946 111): 
"T~vo year old trout were grown in controlled elivironmeiltal coliclitions 
in water of different temperature". "The specific gro~vtli rate of trout 
living a t  different constant temperatures and of those living in water 
of challging temperature were high between 7" C ailcl 9" C ancl 11ctn.ee11 
16" C ancl 19" C and .were lolv above, between and below these tempe- 
ratures. The esistellce of these two gro~vtli rate masinla may be esplainecl 
b j ~  a differential effect of temperature on the a~noullt  of food eaten and 
the activity of the fish, the forlner being lnaximal bet- eel1 10" C ancl19" C 
the latter bet~veen 10" C and 12" C." 
Another experiment carried out by the same author (BRonTs 194 6 11) 
is of even greater interest in this discussion: "Two year olcl trout were 
grown in enriironrnents where the following factors were controllecl: 
tei~iperature, amount ancl intensity of illumination, rate of flo\v, coinpo- 
sition ancl aeration of the water, quality a11d quantity of the food and 
amount of living space." BI~OITJN found tha t :  "In spite of constalit 
erlvironrncntal conditions all the fish had an annual gro\vth-rate cycle, 
with an autumn check, a spring maximum and allother a u t u m ~ i  check 
wliich coinciclccl ~vi th  maturation of the gonads when they became 3 
years olcl." And further tha t :  ,,The specific gronrtll of length n as directly 
100.W proportional to the collditio~l factor (I< = ----)" 
L3 
These results suggest that  the growth rhythm in fish is a response 
to an inherent rhythm which in mature fish coillcides with the span-ning 
rhythm. The hypotheses of an illlierellt rhythm is not a new one. I t  
was put into words probably for the first time by SCHXEIDER (1910) in 
a paper on age determination of herring, and i t  has been supported by a 
number of papers since then. Thus, zones have been found in the scales 
of tropical fish (SCHNEIDER 1910 and MOHR 1921), and SOAIEREX (1950) 
reports zone formation in the scales of rainbow trout transplanted to 
some rivers in Kenya where the seasonal changes in the environment 
are insignificant. He found a high correlation between the number of 
spaxvning fish and the number of fish xvith a check a t  the margin of the 
scales. Zones were also formed in the scales of immature fish. 
GRAH.~AI (1929 I) is of the opinion that a combination of inherent 
rhythm a~icl  t c m p e ~ a t u ~ e  is 1.esponsible for the variatioi~s in gron-tli 
rates foulrcl i n  his material. 
For tlie hake HICI~LIXC; (1933) n-as able to shon- close co1111ection 
between the a111iual variations in colrclitio~i, growth rate ancl zone forni- 
ation, ancl the  season of the maturing of the gonacls. He finds that  an 
illherent rhythm is tlie most probable cause of the an~rual rariations. 
In  S different species of no~i-sal~iioiiicle fresh-water fish. from east 
Aliglia I - i x l i r r - ~ ~  (1 94-7) fou~rcl that the check fo~nialion in the scales 
tool< place in late spring ancl summer coincicli~rg witlr the span-ning 
season of the species. 
1 1 ~ ~ 0 s  (3  950 1) 011 tile other lla~icl was not able to find a11y relatioii- 
ship bet~reeir the zone forrnatioil in the supraoccipitalia of the poor cod 
and conclitio~i. The h p l i n c  zones clorni~~atecl in the a u t u m ~ i  \\-hereas the 
spring ~ i - a s  the season of span-ning ailcl lon- conclitio~i. Eon-ever there 
appeared to  be a rather low ciegrec. of simultaneity in zone formati011 
in his material, thus Iiiore than 40 0/, of the fish had a Iiyaline mar-gin 
througliout the spring. 
In conclusion it irlay be saicl that  inany facts are accounted for by 
ass~ullring that  an inherent factor is responsible for the annual rhythm 
in tlre g r o ~ ~ t h  of fish. Some observatio~is clo not agree with this hypo- 
thesis, hon~ever, for esa~riple the clifferences found in tlre time of zone 
formation of fish populatic~is n1lricl-r have approsirnately the saliie 
spawni~ig season (see fig. 7 ) .  The reservations wit11 wllicli the compari- 
sons ill fig. 7 illust be regarded hare,  I i o~ve~er ,  bee11 mentioned. I t  is 
also probable that  tlie effect of tlie i~ilrere~it factor may be moclifjed by 
estcrnal factors, such a: temperature, abuncla~ice of foocl etc. 
01-ercron-cling was probably responsible for tlie late and partly abliormal 
gron-th ancl zone forniation of the 1.94-8 ?-earclass in the year 194-9 in the 
Granclsfjorcl which lias been discussecl above, 
G r o w t h  c a l c u l a t i o n s .  D i s c u s s i o n  o f  p r e v i o u ~  
p a p e r s .  
Since LEA iiitroduccrl the scale rnetlrocl into the gro\r t h  calculat~ons 
of tlie herring in 1910 the liretliocl has beell usecl a~icl cllscussecl in a great 
~rurnber of papels, tlre most ~ lnpor t a~ i t  of which have bee11 ueviencd 
or listed in papers by GIIAHXV (1929) 11, ;\IOHII (1927, 1930 and 1934), 
ancl J l ~ s o s  (1950 11). I-Iei-c only a11 outline of the Inall1 problerns n ill 
be given, and a few of the later papels cliscussecl. 
The main interest has centred upon tlic c1uestion nlietlier the ~ a t i o  
bctnccn the f~slr lcligth aiicl the scale lengtli : li is constant for tach 
incl~viclual througlrout its hfc, or a t  least can be illust~atecl bv a stiaigIrl 
line. Most investigators coilcernecl with this problem have made use 
of mass observations taking large numbers of paired observations of 
fish and scale lengths and trying to find the functional relatioilship be- 
tween the txvo sets of data. If this relationship is not a straight line 
passing through the origin in a cartesia~l coordinate system, i t  has been 
concluded that  k is not co~lstant for each individual fish throughout 
its life. 
In  determining the relationship between the two sets of data use 
has been made, in most cases, of the theory of correlation and regression. 
LEA (1 933) has shon~n that  the correlation coefficient and regression lines 
may give highly variable and misleading information clependlng upon 
the material used. This has also been shown by OTTESTAD (1934). 
I n  a later work OTTESTAD (1938) discuss the question whether one 
call expect to find the nature of the relationship between fish growth 
and scale growth a t  all by means of mass observation. His main ob- 
jection is that  there is no way of making sure that  the different age 
groups or length groups used are stages in the life history of one and 
the same population. On the contrary most sampling ~vill  surely be 
selective in one u7ay or other. If this selection also applies to k the use 
of mass observation may give erroneous results. Yow OTTESTAD shows 
that in LEA'S material of herring from 1910 there is a positiv correlation 
between k ancl the length of the fish. The same phenomenon has been 
mentioned by  several authors: MOLANDER (1918), LEE (1920), and in 
the case of the place otoliths by BUCI~JIANX (1931): in fish of the same 
size, scales and otoliths of older fish  ill, on average, be of somewhat 
larger size than those of younger ones. A sampling which is selective in 
respect of size will in such cases give a biased distribution of k. OITE- 
STAD (1938) also draws the attention to geographical variations in Ir as 
a possible source of error. 
In  a n  attempt to find a betler formula for growth calculations of 
herring LEA (1938) makes use of paired means of fish lenght ancl scale 
length of age groups in orcler to cletermine the relation between fish 
grow1th and scale growth. The mean points were clistributed very regu- 
larly along a line of the type i = a+b.i,  and he decluced the follo\vi~lg 
L s LL A formula 1 = -. s + A (If -), (whichcan also be written Z = L- - s + A) 
S S S 
The constant A is determined froin the equation I = a + b.i. 
This formula for individual growth calculation will give mean values 
\vhich will lie near the empirically determined line i = a $. b.;, but 
this does not mean that  each individual calculatioll is correct. LEA 
does not discuss the geometrical significance of his formula. I t  describes, 
however, straight lines passing through the point 1 = A on the Z-axis, 
their individual angle coeficient being the relatioil -- (see fig. 14). 
L -A 
Thus calculations with this formula presuppose that the lines describing 
the relation between fish gro\vth and scale growth for each individual 
fish (LEA'S "individual lines") are straight in that period of the life 
history of the fish in which growth calculations arc undertaken, and 
furthermore that all the lines meet in the point I = A on the Z-axis. 
I t  is possible that the individuals lines are straight throughoui the 
whole or the greater part of the life of the herring, but i t  is unlikely that 
all the lines or the extrapolated straight parts of the lines should meet 
in one point on the Z-axis. Ho\vever, small differences in A will have 
but little influence on the results of the calculations, and as mentioned 
above the mean values will be correct. 
LEA found a numerical value of A lying between 8 and 12 mm. 
He emphasizes that this quantity A has no biological significance and 
must not be confused with the length of the herring when the first scales 
are formed, ~vhich is of no consequence for this formula. In mentioning 
the same kind of formula SCHUCIC (1949) also points to the fact tha t :  
,,the relationship between fish and scale size during the first year is 
completely inconsequental to the problem of back calculation to the 
first annulus". 
A simple arithmetic formula which can be described as a straight 
line in an ordinary coordinate system as the one mentioned above can 
be ~ ~ s e d  when the gro~iith of the txvo q~~ant i t ies  are isogonic, that is \vhen 
their geometric growth rates are the same (SIMPSON & ROE 1939). If 
the geometric growth rates are different, but maintain a constant ratio 
to each other, the type of gz-owth is called simple heterogony, and can 
be described as a straight line in a logarithmic coordinate system. Lr; 
CREN (1947) using the opercular bone in grom-th calculations of perch 
b 0,92c.2 
arrived a t  the following forn~ula: 1 = L. ~g~ or log 1 = log L + 
0.9202 (logb f log B). The ratio between the geometric growth rates 
0,9202 is not very far from 1, but sufficiently so to give results differing 
significantly from those obtained when using an arithmetic formula. 
A further complicatioll of the method of growth calculations by 
means of scales arises from the fact that scales taken from different 
parts of the fish give different results. In  the herring (LEA 1910) and the 
haddock (THOMPSON 1923) the numerical values of the computed Z,'s 
have been shown to increase when scale sampling occurs from the head 
towards the tail. In a more detailed investigation of this phenomenon 
A. D ~ N N E V I G  & HDST (1931) found increasing numerical values of 
Fig. 12. Groxi-th calculatiolls x~i th  cliifereiit scales froill the same fish. Crossings 
of lilies iilclicate position of the scales used. The selected area is hatcliecl. 
I , ,  I,, and I ,  towards the tail in salmon, trout, cod, coalfish, pollaclc, 
and haddock. 
In order to get the best possible result of the scale rneasure111ents 
uriclertaken ln tlrrs work, tlie following procedure was choseii: 
1) An area oil tlre flsh was sought ill which the \-ariation ill the 
computed lellgtlrs from one scale to aliotlrer n as small, thus i~nprovl~ig 
the coinparability of the incliviclual coinputations. 
2) Large numbers of pairecl obser\-atlons of fish le~lgth a1rc1 the lengtli 
of a scale froin tlxs area riel-e collected ancl a curve describing in the 
best possible nag- tlre relationship bctn cell these t n  o sets of data n as 
cleterminecl. 
S c a l e s  fro111 d i f f e r e n t  p a r t s  o f  t h e  f i s l r .  
I11 this iar.estigation a 334 year old fish measuring 45 c ~ n  was used. 
246 scales were talcell froin points shown approximately by the inter- 
sectioiis of the lilies in fig. 12. In 66 of the scales the central parts were 
more or less blarrlc. 
LEA'S simple proportiori foriilula n-as used in the calculation of 
l,, l,, alrcl I, on the remaining 180 scales. At least in the case of the I ,  
aiici I ,  there was the same tendency to iircrease ton-ards the tail region 
as fou11d by others. By the inspection of tables and cliagralns shoving 
tlre calc~zlatecl engths an area \\-as fouircl irr n-hiclr the variations seeiiied 
srnall (lratclred in fig. 12). Table 4 shows the meairs and stairclarcl clevi- 
atioiis of A:  all the 180 scales, B: C)O selected large arid regular scales 
ancl C :  the 22 large and regular scales fro111 the selectect area. The means 
Table 4. Cnlc~~lal'icgzs wilh dljjerr~zt scales j r o ~ ~ z  tlze same fish. iVIenn. 
val l~es  and standard devzatzons for A: all scales zlsed, B: oaly large avcd 
regcrlar scales, and C: large and regz[lav scales ln the selected avea. 
Table 5. Calcztlated valz~es oj  I ,  based o n  10 
nzeasuvenzents oj each of 3 scales. 
1st scale I 2nd scale I 3rd scale 
I I 











are approximately the same in B and C, and somewhat lower in A, but 
the standard deviation figures reveal the advantage of using scales from 
the chosen area. 
Some of the variations found are due to inaccuracies of observation 
(arising from the technique). Table 5 shows the spread in the 1,'s calcu- 
lated from 10 separate measurements of each of 3 regular scales. Ac- 
cordingly about half the variations found in table 4 are probably caused 
by inaccurate observations. 
Thus individual growth calculatio~ls based on one scale can never be 
expected to give entirely satisfactory results. The ,,errorH will depend 
upon a number of factors such as age and length of the fish, quality of 
the scale, technique etc. When computing average values of 1, etc. the 
errors will of course be srnoothed out. 
T h e  r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  g r o w t h  o f  t h e  f i s h  a n d  
t h e  g r o w t h  o f  t h e  s c a l e s  f r o m  t h e  s e l e c t e d  a r e a .  
In  fig. 13 paired means of scale size and fish length have been plotted. 
In  the material from the Branclsfjord constituting the 1947 and 1948 
yearclasses, the samples have bee11 kept separate. The material from 
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Fig. 13. Paired means of scale size ancl fish length. The lines have been roughly 
fitted to the observatiolls of the 1948-yearclass by the help of the three rneall 
values nlarlrecl 91. 
the West and North Xorxvay have been grouped according to age. Two 
measures of scale size have been used: total scale and scale from centre 
to  posterior margin. 
The points in fig. 13 are distributed along straight lines with a fair 
degree of regularity. The exact determination of the lines which are best 
fitted to all observations offers some difficulties, and as mentioned 
in a previous chapter several objections may be raised against the suppo- 
sition that such lines do in fact describe the true relationship between 
the two sets of data. This will not be the case if the sampling has been 
selective in respect of k, a possibility that may arise through a correlation 
between k and growth rate. 
The material of the 1948 yearclass from the Brandsfjord is however 
probably not selective in respect of growth rate, and by using this 
material alone the possibility of selection for k should be excluded. 
The straight lines in fig. 13 have been fitted to the observations of the 
1948 yearclass by the help of the three means marked M. 
There are no essential differences in the distribution of the points 
along each of the two lines. Being most convenient the use of the pos- 
terior of the scale (scale from center) should accordingly be preferred. 
The two lines have interceptiolls of the I-axis of approximately 
1 cm and 2 cm. These quantities have no biological meaning, but they 
prove the existence of a change in the relationship between scale growth 
and fish growth since no scales are formed until the fish is 3 to 4 cm. 
From the regular grouping along a straight line of the paired means 
in fig. 13 one must be permitted to infer that the lines describing the 
relation between fish and scale growth in each individual are also recti- 
linear. The average interception of the I-axis of these individual lines 
is approximately I crn. If it is assumed that all the individual lines 
~ ~ z e c t  in the point I = 1 cm the formula for growth calculation is: (see 
1 
-------L I 
Fig. 14. Illustration of a rectilinear relationship between fish- and scale growth 
with a positiv interception of the Z-axis and the formula to be used in such cases. 
T h e  r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  g r o w t h  o f  t h e  f i s h  
a n d  t h e  g r o w t h  o f  t h e  o t o l i t h s .  
In studying the structure of the hakz otoliths HICICLING (1931) 
found that they consisted of an  inorganic crystalline substance and 
concentric shells of organic substance which were bound together by 
radial fibres. The distance between the shells was fairly constant a t  
about 2 p, whereas their thickness varied from 1,5 p to extreme thinness. 
Table 6. 1Weasz~ven.zents out di j fevent  sectio?zs o j  the  sa11je otoliths (in 
11225 mm) a n d  the corves$onding cnlcz~lated 1-valzies (in C I U ) .  
I Sec- 1 Otolith ineasuremellts I Calculated lengths 
HICICLII~G found that the ringecl structure was caused by grouping of 
shells with different thickness, thick shells predominating in opaque 
zones, thin shells in hyaline zones. 
The structure appearing in thiil ground sections of haddock otoliths 
studied uncler a high magnification agrees very well with the photo- 
graphs sho\vn in HICI<LING'S paper. The structure can probably be inter- 
preted as gro~vth stages of the otolith. This then also applies to the hyaline 
zones. In a transverse section the growth centre call in most cases easily 
be found as in fig. I X  (plate). In a longitudinal section there appeared 
to be no distinct point of centre, the structure rather implying that  the 
otolith is initiated as a small rod. The central part is ho~vever located 
slightly towards the blunt end of the otolith, and i t  seems to be accom- 
panied by a distinct notch in the edge of the longitudinal sulcus a t  the 
surface of the otolith. A transverse section cut near this notch will 
therefore show all the zones in an otolith, ancl will probably be the best 
plane on which to undertake measurements. The procedure of measure- 
ments was as f o l l o ~ s :  The otolith was broken near the point of the 
notch and ground down to this point. On the suggestion of Mr. G. C .  
TROUT of Lo~vestoft, a Standard Ramsden Screw Micrometer Eyepiece 
was used, the magnification being 25 xx, ancl the unity 11225 mm. 
Fig. I X  (plate) shows the axis of measurements and the way in which the 
zones and the total size of the otolith was measured. 
In order to examine the variations in the resulting growth figures 
caused by small differences in the position of the plane of measuremellts 
in the area of the notch, this plane was varied a little within limits which 
might be expected in routine measurements. Table 6 shows the results 
of the measurements, and the calculations based on the simple proporti011 
formula. The number of observations are too small for any statistical 
treatment, but from the order of magnitude of the variations found it 
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Fig. 15. Otolith llleasurerlle~lts and fish length. The lines have been roughly 
fitted to the pairecl means. Logarithlllic values to the right. 
is evident that the lnethocl is not well suited for inclividual growth cal- 
culations. \;\lhen using averages of a sufficiently large number of observ- 
ations this factor of variation mill be snloothed out. 
I n  a n  effort t o  find the relationship between the growth of the 
otolith and the growth of the fish, the size of the otolith from the centre 
along the axis shown in fig. IX was measured in a number of samples. 
In  fig. 15 the results are plotted as paired means of age groups. The 
points seem t o  be distributed along two straight lines or a curve. The 
shape of this curve can not be caused by a selectivity in the material 
as  previously discussed. There is obviously no simple rectilinear relation- 
ship between otolith size as defined here and fish length. I t  is possible 
that another definition of otolith size, for instance total length, inight 
give a rectilinear relationship. HICI~LING (1933) examined the relation 
between total length of hake otolitl~s and fish length, and his curve has 
much the sanle for111 a s  the one sho\4711 here. I t  is thus probable that  the 
curve in fig. 15 describe the true relation between the growth of the fish 
and the growth of the otolith. This relationship is not isogonic, nor can 
it be descibed as simple heterogony as the bend in the curve is still 
apparent in a logarithnlic coordinat system. Apparently this is a case 
~~~~~~~e the ratio between the two geometric growth rates: the coefficient 
of heterogony, suddenly change. Such changes are in some instances 
Itnown to  be coincident ~v i th  important physiological events in the life 
of the organism such as onset of maturity (SIJIPSON cYL ROE p. 372). 
The inflexion of the curve ill fig. 15 corresponds to a fish length of ahout 
20 cm. Tlris does not agree very well nritl~ the average length of tlie 
fish attainiirg maturity ~ i ~ h i c h  in tlie pertaining areas probably lies 
above 30 cm. 
The complicated relationship between otolith size and  fish lengtli. 
renders the use of otolith nieasurements difficult for growth calculations. 
I t  is, however, possible tliat by using average values of sufficiently large 
llumber of observatiolrs the methocl can be of some interest. As no for~nula 
call be deduced, the average values of zone widths must be used to 
compute the corresponc1ing average 1, etc. graphically from the C:J.!?,'e 
itself. 
There are not Inany papers 01-1 the use of otoliths for growth ci~lcu- 
latioils. BUCI<MAKS (1931) has made some use of the otolith of the plaice 
in growth investigations of this species. He found the micith of the rings 
to  be a useful criterion of the growth conditions in the corresponclilrg 
season. In the calculation of I ,  in hake HICI<J~ISG (1933) used otolith 
measurements. In  an  ilrvestigation of the poor cod i \ f ~ s o s  (1950 I) 
measurecl the length alrcl the wiclth of 600 otoliths, but he was not able 
to fine1 any correlation between either of tliese quantities and tlre length 
of the fish. 
C o r n p a r i s o i l  o f  g r o w t h  c a l c u l a t i o i r s  b a s e c l  o n  t h e  
s c a l e s  a n d  o n  t h e  o t o l i t h s .  
There can be little doubt that  the scale method is tlie superior of 
tlie two, giving more accurate ancl reliable results. I t  may be of sonre 
interest to examine tlre agreement obtailrecl ~ i ~ h e n  tlsillg the two methods 
on the same material. 
In table '7 are listecl tlre results of three different metliods of grou th  
calculations : graphical computation based on average values of zone 
widths of tlre otoliths, graphical colnputation based on the scales, alicl 
calculatio~rs basecl on the scale formula. In the cases where tlie number 
of observatio~ls is not too small (italics ill table 7) the agreement 
is fair. 
Comparisoll of growtlr calculations and empirically known clata 
of the average lengtli of age groups have been used by several autlrors 
in ,,controlling" thc calculatiolrs. Ge~rerally this is not a sound procedure 
since it leaves no room for a change in the population sampled, but in 
some special cases it may prove valuable. In  the Branclsfjord, t l ~ e  
1948 yeai-class was sa~lrplecl for   no re than two years cluring \\-hich tinie 
there was p1-obably no important change in tlre population. In tab!? 8 
the means and standard deviations of the calculated I ,  of six samples of 
this j7earcIass are showii. For cc~nparisoli the mean length and sta~ldard 
deviation of five samples of the same yearclass, caugllt during the seasoxi 
of the first growth stagnation are included. The greatest difference 
between the two sets of data is found in samples 77/26 (or 48). The 
difference is 0,14 cm, and this is 0,917 times the standard error of i11e 
difference and not significant. Witliout further statistical tests it seems 
permissible to cor~clucle that all the observations in table S were dram-n 
from the same population. 
Table 7. G?fo.iaflz calc~rlio.lzs based o ~ z  otoliihs and out scales. Conz$a~iso~z 
of ~es?llts. ( 1  in c~iz) . 
Date 
Table 8. Mean vnlzles of calculnfed I ,  co?npnred wlflz ccenz$z~/ic)) mean 
Ze~zgths of snnz$les j~onz lflze jlrsf ~ I ~ I ' Z I I ~  of g ~ o ~ t h  sfng/l~atzo~z. 194S-jten~- 
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met hod for age determination) . This comparison shonred that  the Peter- 
sen method ailcl the otolith readings gave nearly identical results, showing 
the correct age, whilst a sninority of the scale readings were false and 
differed from these two methods. The false scale readings were most 
probably caused by a total lack of zone formation in a vninority of the 
1.948 yearclass in the yea]- 1949. 
The marginal character of the otoliths and scales was recorded in 
a number of samples, and elistinct annual fluctuations were found. In  
the Brandsfjorcl hyaliae zone and narrow sclerites were the doininant 
marginal character: from October-November to May-June. I n  
Finnniark the hyalisle zones seenied to be laid clo~vn in the ~non ths  from 
~eptesnber  to May. A few samples froni more southern localities (West 
Coast) suggest that in these parts the opaque zones were laid clo~r~n 
earlier in the year. 
A coinparison nrith tlre seasons of zone formation found in other 
investigations showecl that  great vaviatiosls may occur. Therefore an 
intimate knowleclge of tlre zone fornlation of the particular population 
which is being investigated is a condition for the proper use of otoliths 
ancl scales for the purpose of age determination. 
Tlle seasons of zone formation were compared with the aslnusl 
rhythsn in growth, ancl a close connec-tion n-as fou~lcl between these t\\ o 
phenomei~a. Opaque zones and broad sclerites were formeci mainly 
during grosvth periods, hyaline zones and narrow sclerites during periods 
of gronith stagnation. I t  is suggested that  this agreement between growtl-1 
ancl zone formation can be used in obtaining valuable islfor~natiosl on 
the gro-cvth rhythm in fish populations from records of the nlarginal 
character. 
The factors 1-esponsible for the grobvth rhj7thm and zofie formation 
arc discussed. There was no obvious relationship between the bottom 
temperature in the Brandsfjorcl ancl the an~lua l  rhythm in growth >ncl 
zone formation. A review of sonle lites-ature on this subject inclicated 
that  the m o ~ t  plausible cause is an inhere~lt rhythin coinciclislg with tlze 
spa\vning rhythm in mature fish. 
Some of the later papers on the nzcthods of growth calculatiosls are 
discussed. In  order t o  get the best possible results of the scale niethod 
the following procccl~~re n-as chosen by the author: 1) As1 area on the 
fish was found in n~hich the variation in the colnputed lenghts frosn one 
scale to another was small. 2) Large numbers of paired observatiolls of 
fish length and the size of a scale from the selected area were collected 
ancl a curve clescrihing in the best possible way the relationship between 
these two sets of clata was deterniinecl. This curve pro~ccl  to be a straighl- 
line n~hich intercepted the Z-axis in the point I = 1 cm when being extra- 
polatecl. The formula corresponding to this relationship is: I = 
The relation between the growth of the fish and the g r o i ~ t h  of the 
otoliths nras fouilcl to he rather co~l~plicatecl ailci not suited for inclividual 
gro\vth calculations. I t  is possible that by using average values of 
sufficiently large nu~llbcrs of observations the nlethocl call be of some 
interest. The scales are, however, undoubtedly superior for the purpose 
of gro\vth calculations. 
111 the last chapter it  is sho~rn  that the populations of the various 
yearclasses in the Brandsfjord were nearly identical for one and -up to 
two years after they entered the fjord. This is a poiill of great importance 
for the co~lclusio~ls c1ran.n in the previous ch?pter.s. 
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P L A T E S  
Fig. I. Otolith of a 5 year olcl fish Fig. 11. Saine otolith as in fig. I,  
(35 cm) from I<arinc?~~ 15/6 1948. photogra.phed in transmitted light. 
Reflected light. 
Fig. 111. Scale of a fish fro111 sa~llple no. 77, 
Brailclsfjord 1S/1 1950. 1;ish length 15,5 cm. 
Pig. IV. Otolith of same lish 
as in fig. 111. 
Fig. IT. Scale of a fish from sample 
no. 104, Bra~ldsfjord 3018 1950. Fish 
length 24 cnl. 
Fig. VII .  Scale of a fish lrom salnple 
no. 99," Brandsfjord 2416 1950. Fish 
- 
length 21,5 cm. 
Fig. VI. Otolitli of same fish as 
in fig. V. 
Fig. VIII .  Otolith of a 
3 year old fish from saln- 
ple no. 10,  Ogna 619 1948. 
Fish length 46 cm. 
Fig. IX .  Otolith of a 4 year 
old fish from sample no. 43, 
V a r d ~  216 1949. Fish length 
36 cm. 
